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Bulletproof SSL and TLS: Understanding and Deploying SSL/TLS and PKI to Secure Servers and Web ApplicationsFeisty Duck, 2014

	FULLY REVISED IN JUNE 2017. 

	

	Bulletproof SSL and TLS is a complete guide to using SSL and TLS encryption to deploy secure servers and web applications. Written by Ivan Ristic, the author of the popular SSL Labs web site, this book will teach you everything you need to know to protect your systems from eavesdropping and...
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Maven: A Developer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2005
Maven is a new project management and comprehension tool which provides an elegant way to share build logic across projects. In terms of capabilities, Maven is an improvement to Apache Ant-thanks to numerous plug-ins and built-in integration with unit testing frameworks such as JUnit. Tired of writing the same build logic for...
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Scala for Machine LearningPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage Scala and Machine Learning to construct and study systems that can learn from data


	About This Book

	
		Explore a broad variety of data processing, machine learning, and genetic algorithms through diagrams, mathematical formulation, and source code
	
		Leverage your expertise in Scala...
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Pro Microsoft HDInsight: Hadoop on WindowsApress, 2014

	Pro Microsoft HDInsight is a complete guide to deploying and using Apache Hadoop on the Microsoft Windows Azure Platforms. The information in this book enables you to process enormous volumes of structured as well as non-structured data easily using HDInsight, which is Microsoft’s own distribution of Apache Hadoop....
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Big Data Analytics with Hadoop 3: Build highly effective analytics solutions to gain valuable insight into your big dataPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Explore big data concepts, platforms, analytics, and their applications using the power of Hadoop 3

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn Hadoop 3 to build effective big data analytics solutions on-premise and on cloud
	
			Integrate Hadoop with other big data tools such as R, Python, Apache...
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Practical Ajax Projects with Java TechnologyApress, 2006
If you're a Java developer already versed in Ajax-style programming, and you want to take your knowledge to the next level, then this is the book for you. Practical Ajax Projects with Java Technology provides the ultimate learn-by-example experience, featuring seven complete example applications for you to learn from and then adapt for...
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PHP 6 Fast and Easy Web DevelopmentCourse Technology PTR, 2008
Learn to create Web pages quickly and easily with PHP—no prior programming experience required! PHP 6 Fast & Easy Web Development provides a step-by-step, learn-by-example path to learning through easy-to-understand language and illustrations. Unlike the verbose text-only chapters found in most programming books, the Fast & Easy Web...
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Web Server ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
When the web transitioned from a publishing to an interactive e-commerce medium, standardised web-browsers entered widespread use and developers were able to rely on a relatively stable client component. Since then, server-side developments have blossomed and resulted in considerable ease of programming, efficiency and increasing sophistication of...
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A Practical Guide to Ubuntu LinuxPrentice Hall, 2007
Ubuntu Linux is a state-of-the-art operating system, and you need a book that’s just as advanced. Along with being the most comprehensive reference to installing, configuring, and working with Ubuntu, A Practical Guide to Ubuntu Linux® also provides extensive server coverage you won’t find in any...
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FreeBSD Corporate Networker's Guide (With CD-ROM)Pearson Education, 2000
"FreeBSD has been the secret weapon of serious network administrators for many years now and this book should provide a welcome introduction to those who have yet to discover it for themselves."
 --Jordan Hubbard, Co-founder, The FreeBSD Project

 FreeBSD is the engine that runs on some...
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Pro PHP Application Performance: Tuning PHP Web Projects for Maximum PerformanceApress, 2010

	Pro PHP Application Performance will help you understand all the technologies and components which play a role in how well your applications run. When seconds can mean the difference between retaining a user and losing a user, it's important for all of us to have optimization as part of our project roadmap. But what components within your...
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Sams Teach Yourself PHP, MySQL and Apache All in One (3rd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2006
Sams Teach Yourself PHP, MySQL, and Apache in 24 Hours combines coverage of these three popular open-source Web development tools into one easy-to-understand book -- and it comes with one easy-to-use Starter Kit CD-ROM for Windows or Linux.

The book teaches the reader to install, configure and set up the PHP scripting language, the MySQL...
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